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Abstract

While officially maintaining a democratic framework, Cambodia has faced months of political crisis
since local elections were held in June 2017, resulting in a narrow victory for the governing
Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) and important gains for the opposition Cambodia National Rescue
Party (CNRP). The Supreme Court dissolved the only opposition party, the CNRP, and its leader Kem
Sokha has been arrested, leaving an unfavourable political environment for the elections that are
due to be held on 29 July 2018.
As democratic principles are essential elements of the Cooperation agreement framework the EU and
the Royal Government signed in 1997, the European Commission, Parliament and Council have
expressed deep concerns and strongly urged the Cambodian Government to ensure the highest
standards for the July elections. In February 2018, the European Council threatened Cambodia with
economic sanctions, demanded the restoration of democracy and urged the Cambodian leadership to
engage in a constructive dialogue with the elected opposition.
This report reflects upon the current impasse and considers what concrete measures may improve
relations between the EU and Cambodia. The potential harmful impact of economic sanctions upon
the Cambodian population should be borne in mind if the decision to impose them is taken. Rigid
coercive European democratisation policy may lead to retaliation towards China, and a
confrontational approach may fuel anger and resentment among elites and, by extension, the
domestic population, leading ultimately to more authoritarianism. Instead, democratisation must be
considered as a non-linear and gradual process that needs to be adapted to local specificities while
maintaining essential democratic elements. As such, emphasis needs to be put on both ruling party
and opposition, attributing them both with responsibility for the current situation, whilst
acknowledging their future roles in developing potential solutions.
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List of abbreviations

ASEAN

Association of South East Asian Nations

CNRP

Cambodia National Rescue Party

CPP

Cambodian People’s Party

EBA

Everything But Arms

EEAS

European External Action Service

EU

European Union

FUNCINPEC

National United Front for an Independent, Neutral, Peaceful and
Cooperative Cambodia

GSP

Generalised Scheme of Preference

NEC

National Election Committee

NGO

Non-Governmental Organisation

SRP

Sam Rainsy’s Party

UN

United Nations

UNRISD

United Nations Research Institute for Social Development

UNTAC

United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia

USA

United States of America
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Chapter 1: The EU and Cambodia’s diplomatic tensions

Throughout 2017 and 2018, the political situation in Cambodia has been characterised by the
dissolution of the main opposition party, the arrest of its leader, the closure or sale of major
independent media and what is perceived as a “crackdown” on Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGO’s) and Human Rights groups such as the International Federation for Human Rights.

3

The

European Union (EU), along with the international community, responded by cutting funds to
electoral support and threatening further economic sanctions if the situation does not improve in the
run up to general elections on 29 July 2018. The Cambodian Government rejected EU demands
along the lines of national security, citing how these opposition voices represent extremist views.

Recent political development in Cambodia
In 2017, tensions between Prime Minister Hun Sen’s Cambodian People’s Party (CPP), who have
enjoyed power for the past 33 years, and the opposition Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP),
have increased.

On 4 September 2017, CNRP leader Kem Sokha was arrested, charged with treason over his alleged
involvement in a conspiracy with the United States of America (USA) to help overthrow Hun Sen’s
government through a “colour revolution.” Both the US and Sokha have rejected the accusation,
arguing that Sokha merely aimed to encourage a peaceful and democratic transition of power. In
November 2017, the country’s supreme court dissolved the CNRP at the Government’s request, and
ordered a five-year political ban for 118 members of the opposition party. Criticized for leading a
political crackdown and using the judicial system in order to leave Cambodia as a de facto one-party
state, the CPP insists that recent developments result from the independent actions of competent
authorities and the judiciary organs to enforce the rule of law. On 26 February 2018, the CPP
claimed a sweeping victory in elections for the country’s Senate, having won all 58 of the seats that
were voted on.

The increasing repression of both written and broadcast media and civil society in Cambodia has
been widely documented in the international news. The main English-language newspapers, the
Cambodia Daily and the Phnom Penh Post, were respectively shut down and sold to a Malaysian
investor with ties to Cambodia’s Prime Minister. For the Government’s critics, freedom of expression
3

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS (2018), Update for the European Union (EU) Cambodia Human Rights
dialogue 13 March 2018, Brussels, Belgium, Key Human Rights issues of concern
https://www.fidh.org/IMG/pdf/20180312_cambodia_eu_dialogue_bf_en.pdf
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has been restricted for political purposes. For its advocates, both forms of media did not address the
issues surrounding taxation and Government funding. Some local radio stations were banned from
broadcasting programs by Voice of America, Radio Free Asia and Voice of Democracy. Electionmonitoring agencies, such as the National Democratic Institute, were threatened and subsequently
expelled. Some NGO’s, such as Agape International Missions were also closed. The Cambodian
Parliament also adopted a lèse-majesté law, prompting concerns from rights groups expressing the
new legislation could be used against critics of the Government.

As he has often done over the years, the former CNRP leader Sam Rainsy has gone into selfimposed exile in order to drum up support for his opposition party around the world, and to lobby EU
officials to take a stronger stance against the Government of Cambodia. “A simple warning is needed
from the international community and the EU that you would not recognise a Government elected
into power in this kind of environment,” he notably said in 2016.
remove the duty-free access to their markets.

4

The CNRP has urged the EU to

5

EU’s response
Events perceived by Europeans as democratic setbacks started to significantly deteriorate a close
relationship that both the EU and the Royal Kingdom of Cambodia have enjoyed over the past
decades. “With Europeans, we have enjoyed 25 years of privileged relations,” said Sok Siphana
Advisor to the Royal Government of Cambodia coming to Brussels in June 2018. “This visit is our
first Goodwill mission and there will be others. We want to deepen our relationship with the EU.”

6

The EU is one of Cambodia’s major trading partners, and 45 percent of Cambodian exports go to the
EU.

7

A disruption in diplomacy could seriously affect EU-Cambodia economics and trade relations. A

positive cooperation with Cambodia is also in the EU’s economic and security interests. Research
shows that efficient and effective democratic systems reduce the uncertainty about future political
commitments and promises, reduce the likelihood of civil conflict, and facilitates trade and economic
cooperation, thus making cooperation easier and more beneficial for the EU.

8

“The EU considers

4

THE PHNOM PENH POST (2016), Rainsy tells EU to get tough in speech, 15 July 2016
https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/rainsy-tells-eu-get-tough-speech
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THE FINANCIAL TIMES (2018), Cambodian leader leaves little to chance in pursuit of poll win, on 9 July 2018
https://www.ft.com/content/e08461d4-8022-11e8-bc55-50daf11b720d
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Cambodia (CDC) and the Supreme National Economic Council (SNEC) (Minister Rank), Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation on 25 June 2018, Cospaaia Restaurant, Rue Capitaine Crespel, 1, 1050 Brussels, Belgium.
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KHMER TIMES (2018), Cambodia and the European Union, 25 June 2018
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changing international context ? Study, Directorate General for External Policies, Policy Department, p. 12
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2016/578012/EXPO_STU(2016)578012_EN.pdf
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Cambodia a partner and a friend,” said an EU official in Brussels. “It has successfully assisted
Cambodia's development during the last years. The results are positive in this regard.”

9

Following Cambodia’s deteriorating political context, the international community – mainly the USA,
EU and UN – issued several official statements expressing grave concerns about political
developments in Cambodia and what is regarded as the continuing deterioration of democracy,
respect of Human Rights and the rule of law. Following the resistance of the Cambodian
Government, international pressure continued to mount in the run up to general elections set up for
29 July 2018.

The enforced dissolution of the main opposition party, the CNRP, led in December 2017 to the
European Commission’s suspension of its support for the national elections. The EU Ambassador in
Cambodia George Edgar explains: “It’s the first time that the main opposition party was completely
banned, dissolved by the Supreme Court. This triggered a very strong and serious political reaction
on the EU side.”

10

The EU has urged the Cambodian Government to stop using the judiciary as a

political tool to narrow the democratic space for political parties, media and civil society.

While Germany imposed visa sanctions on high-ranking Cambodian officials, the EU Council officially
declared the possibility of imposing economic sanctions on Cambodia if the political situation does
not improve. In December 2017, the European Parliament called on the EU Institutions and the
Member States to review Cambodia’s fulfilment of its obligations under the preferential trade
agreement Everything But Arms (EBA) which contains a Human Rights clause that can trigger a
suspension in case of abuse.

11

In February 2018, the Foreign Affairs Council of the European Union

announced that the EU may consider “specific targeted measures with regard to the EBA.”

12

The

Royal Kingdom of Cambodia dispatched a Goodwill mission to Brussels to pursue negotiations with

9

EU official 1 (anonymous). Face-to-face interview on 25 May 2018 in Brussels.
EDGAR, G., EU Ambassador in Cambodia. Interview over the phone on 25 May 2018
11
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT (2017), Motion for a Resolution with request for inclusion in the agenda for a debate on cases of
breaches of human rights, democracy and the rule of law pursuant to Rule 135 of the Rules of Procedure on Cambodia: the
banning of the opposition (2017/3002(RSP)) - B8 0686/2017, 12 December 2017.
12
EU COUNCIL (2018), Council conclusions on Cambodia, as adopted by the Council at its 3598th meeting held on 26
February 2018, from the General Secretariat of the Council to delegations, 6416/18
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6416-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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7

the EU in June 2018.

13

The Union also sent a dedicated mission to Cambodia in July 2018 to

monitor its Generalised Scheme of Preference (GSP).

14

The EU foreign policy in Cambodia is part of a multilateral action mainly led by the US and the UN.
The USA also suspended support for elections, imposed visa sanctions on high-ranking Cambodian
officials, including Hun Sen and the President of the Cambodian supreme court, and declared aid
cuts over democracy concerns. The UN issued Human Rights assessments and has on various
occasions urged the Government to let opposition stand in election. At the UN Human Rights
Council, a statement endorsed by 45 Western countries expressed concerns over the situation of
Human Rights in Cambodia. Most statements have been rejected by the Cambodian Government
saying that actions are politically motivated with the intent to mislead international public opinion.

In short, the EU is mainly concerned by the use of the judiciary as a political tool and demands the
release of Kem Sokha, the reversal of the dissolution of CNRP, and an end to repression and
intimidation of media outlets and civil society groups.

15

In response, Cambodia insists that recent

developments are actions taken by competent authorities and the judiciary organs to enforce rule of
laws, protect Cambodian sovereignty, and maintain the core interest of peace and stability in
Cambodia for a harmonious society and continued sustainable development.

16
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VOICE OF AMERICA (2018), Cambodia Sends Envoys to Europe to Lobby EU Over Preferential Trade Agreement, 29 June
2018 https://www.voacambodia.com/a/cambodia-sends-envoys-to-europe-to-lobby-eu-over-preferential-tradeagreement/4460297.html
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THE PHNOM PENH POST (2018), EU to review Cambodia’s EBA status, 1 May 2018
https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/eu-review-cambodias-eba-status
15
EU COUNCIL (2018), Council conclusions on Cambodia, Ibid.
16
EU-CAMBODIA (2010), Joint press release : European Union and Cambodia hold 10th Joint Committee Meeting, Brussels 14
march 2018 https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/association-southeast-asian-nations-asean/41392/joint-press-releaseeuropean-union-and-cambodia-hold-10th-joint-committee-meeting_en
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Chapter 2: The democratisation process in Cambodia

Early in the 1990s, the UN Peacekeeping mission in Cambodia succeeded at conflict resolution but
not at implementing a full democracy. The Cambodian system appears to be rooted in traditional
politics of fear and violence, involving hostility and intimidation between political elites of the UNTAC
time declaring their willingness to inflict damage on each other. Cambodia has a long tradition of
political violence, restricting freedom of speech, imprisoning, mistreating and doing away with
political opponents, however the international community has turned a blind eye to it and regarded
elections to be free and fair.

17

At the last general election in 2013, when the two main opposition

parties; the Sam Rainsy Party and Human Rights Party merged into the CNRP, they gained a
surprisingly high proportion of votes, demonstrating a public appetite for change and the CNRP’s
potential to change the Government. As the opposition rejected official results confirming a victory
for the CPP, the country plunged into an election crisis involving opposition-led protests and violent
repression, culminating in the recent events described above. Tensions between the opposition and
ruling party today remain a main source of violence, increasing the risks of a popular uprising and
showing the volatility of the electoral process.

18

While its current nature can be seen as a

democracy “in transition” or “in stagnation,” this report supports the premise that it has developed
into a “hybrid” model.

The implementation process
Cambodia adopted a democratic system with a free market economy in the post-Cold War era, when
liberal democracy emerged as a global norm and the UN developed into an “interventionist”
institution.

19

After decades of foreign rule and authoritarian governments, the 1991 Paris Peace

Accords marked the end of the war in Cambodia and a multiparty system was introduced in 1993
with the support of the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC). Largely
regarded as an “internationally imposed phenomenon,”

20

the UN-led intervention was an attempt to

create via democratic elections a power-sharing Government while establishing national selfdetermination and independence.

17

21

WORLD POLITICS REVIEW (2016) Cambodia’s Democratic Transition Has Collapsed, With Dangerous Consequences by
Kurlantzick, 16 August 2016 https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/19676/cambodia-s-democratic-transition-hascollapsed-with-dangerous-consequences
18
THE ASIA FOUNDATION (2017), The State of Conflict and Violence in Asia, pp. 39-44 https://asiafoundation.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/10/Cambodia-StatofConflictandViolence.pdf
19
UN, K. (2009), The Judicial System and Democratisation in Post-Conflict Cambodia, in Beyond Democracy in Cambodia,
Chapter 3, p. 70
20
HUGUES, C. (2009), Reconstructing Legitimate Political Authority through Elections ? in Beyond Democracy, Chapter 2, p.
48
21
RICHMOND, O. and FRANK, D. (2007) Liberal Hubris? Virtual Peace in Cambodia in Security Dialogue 2007; 38; 27, p. 3133.
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In theory, the UN approach assumed that a democratic system is best suited to manage political
conflict but, in practice, post-conflict countries are the least favourable environment in which
democracy can flourish.

22

The UN withdrawal without a long-term institution-building process

enabled leaders of the major fighting factions, supported by their respective armies, to fight a civil
war to become the key power-holders of Cambodia. Although designed to promote political
compromise, the Peace settlement of 1991 can be seen as the result of a “mutually hurting
stalemate between still-hostile groups.”

23

Political competition in elections was encouraged between

bitter enemies before institutions and systems were able to accommodate their political differences
24

and without mediating important socio-political cleavages, this was

conflict broke out.

25

partly the reason a violent

As stated in a United Nations Research Institute for Social Development

(UNRISD) discussion paper from 1993, “representatives of four competing factions remained
fractious politicians rather than statesmen demonstrating their commitment to the best interests of
the Cambodian people (…) Regrettably, the Cambodian peace process did not succeed in (…)
encouraging the competing parties to address policy issues, individually or collectively, in a serious
or constructive manner.”

26

This “continuation of war by other means”

27

allow the winner of legitimate elections to rule.

explains why political parties were not prepared to
28

When the CPP, still in control of the military, lost

the elections to the National United Front for an Independent, Neutral, Peaceful and Cooperative
Cambodia (FUNCINPEC), it refused to accept the defeat and threatened the resumption of civil war.
The international community turned a blind eye to it, unwilling to confront the CPP militarily.

29

A

coalition between the FUNCINPEC and Sam Rainsy’s party (SRP) led the CPP to stage a coup d’état
in 1997 chasing Rainsy and other non-CPP leaders into exile.

30

In the 1990s and 2000s, political

activists were routinely murdered and opposition parties nearly put out of business.

31

Elections have

been considered free and fair until today, but the political landscape has been dominated by the CPP
to the extent that it has managed to effectively oppose and contain dissent against its rule, and has
managed the machinery of elections to legitimise and consolidate its power.

32

22

UNESCO (2006) Brokered Democracy-Building : Developing Democracy through Transitional Governance in Cambodia, East
Timor and Afghanistan by BARMA N. in International Journal on Multicultural Societies (IJMS), Vol. 8, n°2, UNESCO, p. 128
Ibid, p. 131
24
OJENDAL J. and LILJA, M. (2009), Beyond democracy in Cambodia, p. 6
25
UNESCO (2006), p. 128
26
CURTIS, G., (1993) Transition to what ? Cambodia, UNTAC and the Peace Process, discussion paper, United Nations
Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD), November 1993.
27
UNESCO (2006), p. 141
28
OJENDAL J. and LILJA, M. (2009), p. 6
29
SPRINGER, S., (2009), Violence, Democracy, and the Neoliberal « Order » : The Contestation of Public Space in
Posttransitional Cambodia in Annals of the Association of American Geographers, 99(1), p. 144
30
UNESCO (2006), p. 144
31
WORLD POLITICS REVIEW (2016) Cambodia’s Democratic Transition Has Collapsed, With Dangerous Consequences
23

32

UNESCO (2006), p. 140
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This experience reminds us that whilst institution building is important to the democratic process, it
is the role played by domestic elites that

often goes a long way to determining this processes

outcome. Resulting from the conflict, a “heavily elite-driven dynamic”

33

still dominates the political

landscape and prolongs the pre-existing nature of the former political system. Imposed elections did
not change hostility and violent confrontation between rival political factions.

34

The current ruling

party CPP led by Hun Sen and opposition CNRP led by Kem Sokha and Sam Rainsy emerged from
the politics of violence of the pre-UNTAC period. On one side, the CPP has long been criticised by the
West and portrayed as authoritarian with communist leanings,

35

these criticisms largely stem from

its role as the successor of the People’s Revolutionary Party of Kampuchea, the party which led the
one-party state of the 1980s.

36

On the other hand, the CNRP is frequently accused of colluding with

the US to conspire against the Cambodian government. Additionally, the Cambodian government
has declared its suspicions that some Western countries used the UN Human Rights Council to
support the candidate of their preference.

37

A hybrid system
Interpreting the current nature of Cambodian democracy requires an understanding of the complex
interplay of external and internal influences within the global system and against a historical
backdrop of Cold War geopolitics.

The EU and the US seem to understand Cambodia’s political development as “democracy setbacks,”
38

“a continuing deterioration of democracy”

39

or a dysfunction of a transition toward liberal

democracy that needs to be sanctioned. The Cambodian Government also see it as a “democracy-inprogress.”

40

However, some scholars understand it as a “non progress of a non transition”

consider the most realistic scenario for the future as that of further stagnation.

42

41

and

For US historian

David Chandler, “the Cambodian Government—except, of course, under colonial rule—has always

33

Ibid, p. 135
RICHMOND, O. and FRANK, D. (2007), p. 10.
35
McCARGO, D. (2005), Cambodia : Getting away with authoritarianism ? in Journal of Democracy, Volume 16, Number 4,
October 2005, p. 101
36
HUGUES, C. (2009), p. 34
37
UN WEB TV, Cambodia, UPR Report Consideration - 37th Meeting, 26th Regular Session Human Rights Council
http://webtv.un.org/en/ga/watch/cambodia-upr-report-consideration-37th-meeting-26th-regular-session-human-rightscouncil/3643434510001/?term=&page=8
38
White House (2018), Statement from the Press Secretary on Reduction in Assistance to the Government of Cambodia,
issued on February 27, 2018 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-reductionassistance-government-cambodia/
39
EU Council (2018), Council conclusions on Cambodia
40
GOVERNMENT OF CAMBODIA (2018), Cambodia, Stability and development first, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation. To tell the truth. February 2018 https://www.mfaic.gov.kh/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/4T2Cambodia-Stability-and-Development-First.pdf
41
McCARGO, D. (2005), p. 107
42
CROISSANT, A. (2004), From Transition to Defective Democracy : Mapping Asian Democratization in Democratization, Vol
11, No. 5, December 2004, pp. 156-178.
34
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been authoritarian. It’s never been democratic. It’s never been an open, competitive political
society. I don’t see that as happening in the future.”

43

This report supports the idea of a hybrid form of democracy, neither fully democratic, nor strictly
authoritarian - between Western liberal norms and Cambodian traditional politics.44 The political
system is inevitably grounded in local conditions and dynamics, including historical political heritage,
whilst having been introduced and inspired by external influences.

Internal politics
Internal politics are historically contingent, and are dependent upon history and context. Political
violence, threats of assassinations, the misuse of the judicial system, corruption and a patronage
system based on loyalty and rewards are far from being abolished. Neo-patrimonialism is the
traditional and predominant form of governance.

45

The notion of “patronage,” a key feature of

Cambodian politics, lends itself to hierarchical power. Historically, rulers used force rather than
moral rights in order to retain power.

46

Patterns of domination and repression have led to the

development of a society of fear, physical violence and military presence.

47

“No Khmer leader since

independence (…) has accepted without resistance a challenge to the absolutism of their authority,”
states Roberts.

48

This absolutism dictates the structure of one party state.

“Tensions are easily created in Cambodia when parties stand to suffer from political defeat. This is
due to the absence of any institutionalized experience of how to handle such defeats peacefully.”

49

Both ruling and opposition parties tend to demonise each other, “engaging in the nasty politics of
character assassination, killing (…) any hopes for solidifying the culture of dialogue.”

50

“Every

political party is struggling for power in order to survive. Because when you lose, you are in
trouble.”

51

Hatred and old suspicions from the Cold War are still very present in the Cambodian

43

VOICE OF AMERICA (2018) China-Cambodia Relations Benefit Many, Likely to Deepen, Chandler Says, on 2 May 2018
https://www.voacambodia.com/a/china-cambodia-relations-benefit-many-likely-to-deepen-chandle-says/4373990.html
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BREEN, J (2018) Speaker at a EIAS conference on 28 June 2018
46
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Cambodia, Chapter 7, p. 194
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and Sisk, Tim), Routledge, p. 7
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EAST ASIA FORUM (2017) Cambodia’s politics of survival threatens democracy by S. Peou, 21 November 2017
http://www.eastasiaforum.org/2017/11/21/cambodias-politics-of-survival-threatens-democracy/
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Survival, the Setback for Democratic Liberalization, 19 January 2017 https://www.voacambodia.com/a/interview-with-
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political class.

52

The continued fighting between them made it seems impossible “that they would

take turns running the country, as would be expected in Western democracies. There has been no
trust between them, with each treating one another like bitter enemies and if given the opportunity
would slit each other’s throats,” said Chan Sophal, Director of the Centre for Policy Studies in
Cambodia.

53

The notion of democratic dialogue is undermined on both sides by repeated

declarations to inflict damage on each other.

Risks for the elite are icreasing. On the opposition side, CNRP leader Kem Sokha is detained and
Sam Rainsy is in self-imposed exile, threatened with criminal charges following his appeal to boycott
elections.

54

On the ruling side, the CPP’s leaders and Hun Sen have already have been threatened

with legal action due to human rights abuses and corruption.

55

These politicians fear that they may

face exile, lengthy prison terms or judicial or extra-judicial death if they do not maintain their grip
on power. For Chandler, Prime Minister Hun Sen is scared something would happen to him if he
would lose power. Historically in Cambodia, opposition leaders would not allow a former leader into
participatory politics but would seek to permanently sideline that former leader in violent or nonviolent ways.

56

This strong hostility between political parties, coupled with a mounting international pressure in the
name of democracy and Human Rights, creates a potentially politically and socially explosive
situation. Violence in the country may occur if citizens feel their voices are not heard – as “peaceful”
demonstrations are not always “peaceful” and are often violently repressed. From the CPP’s point of
view, the Government did prevent a ‘colour revolution’, although one can argue that the CNRP
dissolution fuelled anger and resentment among party members and their supporters. Sam Rainsy
called several times for the army and Cambodians to unite and fight the CPP.

57

Similarly, from the

very first elections in Cambodia, the country has been “gripped by fear that bordered on paranoia,
professor-sorpong-peou-cambodia-culture-of-retribution-and-politics-of-survival-the-setback-for-democraticliberalization/3681519.html
52
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rather than stability and a climate of voter confidence. Insecurity – or the threat of insecurity – was
ubiquitous in Phnom Penh, in the provinces, and in all districts and villages.”

58

The political

configuration that emerged from the war may be one of the factors explaining why the resumption
of violence in Cambodia remains a threat today. “Politics in Cambodia, both at the village and
national level, continues to be associated with a powerful sense of threat and the regular
deployment of coercion (…) as a mean to repress dissent.”

59

External influences
UNTAC enabled the normalization of diplomatic relations,leading to greatly increased levels of
development assistance.

60

However, many point to the promotion of liberal economic market forces

as the principal driver of external neoliberal foreign policies when explaining the political situation in
Cambodia. Springer sees free market economics as a causal factor in the country’s inability to
consolidate democracy.

61

A researcher also argues that the international community has not

considered democratisation as a top concern but instead political stability to “attract business and
investments from Europe, the US and so on.”

62

Political stability in Cambodia came in the form of

one party consolidating its grip on power. The Cambodian case challenges the neoliberal vision that
greater economic wealth leads to democracy and peace, instead showing that socio-economic
inequality makes realising liberal democracy more difficult.

63

In this sense, liberal interventionism

can be regarded as exacerbating the very problem it was supposed to solve. As Ear wrote in 2009, a
relation of connivance seemed to be established when Hun Sen declared that the Kingdom does not
regard criticisms, suggestions and recommendations provided by donors as interference in internal
affairs and donors returned a status quo of continued indulgence.

64

In addition, the international pressure stemming from Western countries appears to emphasize more
procedural aspects of democracy, while less attention is being paid to the content of electoral
debates.

65

On one hand, the CPP’s methods to remain in power and their use of violent rhetoric has

been widely condemned. On the other hand, the highly controversial CNRP’s anti-Vietnamese
rhetoric that was pointed out by the United Nations

66

and which lead to death threats of Human
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Rights groups condemning it and promoting social cohesion

67

– has been revived.

68

This calls into

question the capacities of both main parties to respect democratic principles and ensure a positive
cooperation with neighbouring countries. In addition, when the EU focuses on formal aspects to hold
free and fair elections, it emphasizes the question of whether voters are offered a choice and it
disregards whether this choice would make sense in terms of voters’ conception of political authority
and understanding of power.

69

In Cambodia, a large majority of citizens also agree there must be

elections with more than one party competing, but few identify parties’ policies, views or ideology as
motives for voting.

70

Attention being paid predominantly to procedural functioning is what has led

to the establishment of a system that has looked good in the short term, but that is vulnerable in
the medium and long term.

71

In semi-authoritarian fashion, the CPP held regular elections, but the

opposition never had a chance of winning.

72

A hybrid system
The Cambodian case shows the mutual influence between global and local politics, the world system
and Cambodia, and the structure and its agents. Traditional politics inherent in Cambodian society
and external influences created a hybrid model that still prevents liberal democracy from fully taking
root in Cambodia. Inconsistent practices with democratic principles as enshrined in Cambodia’s
constitution need to be addressed. Included amongst these are: an overall environment of
intimidation and political violence, the lack of an independent and transparent judiciary system,
patronage and clientelism. Addressing these issues would not only improve Cambodia’s reputation
and therefore its position to negotiate foreign investments and other cooperation matters, but it is
also likely to dramatically decrease the risk of a popular uprising or “colour revolution,”

in turn

reducing the risks of brutal repression.

The implementation of externally promoted reforms at a national level established a framework
through which elites ‘asset strip’ the foreign resources (…),using these assets to support clientelistic
systems of hierarchy and patronage.73 This situation left those who wish to engage in Cambodian
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politics (from non-governmental perspectives) trapped in a structural condition of violence and fear.
For John Harley Breen, the current Cambodian system is also partly the result of the international
community’s inability to perceive political realities on the ground. Governments and donors
advocating for democracy and human rights have focused on serving their own interests, while
domestic actors have taken advantage of the democratic agenda for personal gain.

74

Due to the

international community’s prioritisation of economic concerns over political ones and the need to
preserve political stability, elections have regularly taken place since the 1990’s, providing an
“acceptable façade but little substantial change.”

75

Elections were flawed regarding political

dissidence but judged “credible” by international observers.

76

What is seen today is more of an inter-elite struggle rather than a political competition between
groups with different socio-political ideologies. Ojendal and Lilja warn that this kind of procedural
democracy involves downside risks, with reversion

to quasi-dictatorship or a one-party state,

demonstrable in a few African countries, chief among these.
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Chapter 3: Geopolitical landscape

Despite waves of democratisation led by Western countries in the post-Cold War era, a trend toward
authoritarianism and populism with an authoritarian twist prevails throughout the world.
countries of Southeast Asia have at some point been or continue to be authoritarian.

79

78

All the

Today, a

changing international order is heavily influenced and vexed by China’s economic, diplomatic and
more recently military rise. China has emerged as one of the most influential powers on the world
stage, with this influence compounded by the US isolationism promised under President Trump’s
loudly proclaimed “America First” doctrine.

80

For some, Cambodia’s democratic deterioration occurs

in the context of President Trump’s voluntary handing over of American regional and global
leadership to China.

81

In addition, the competition for influence, resources, and security between

the US and China in the Southeast Asian region is pitting the two against each other.

82

Soft power

is used on both sides – East and West - to influence the Cambodian Government and public opinion
through the non-forcible projection of culture, ideology and political systems. Countries are setting
up strategic alliances and international pressure is not imposed multilaterally on Cambodia.

The internal conflict in Cambodia can – in some ways – be seen as a political tussle between
competing superpowers: on one side China and on the other the US and the EU, with either
supporting the main political forces in the country, the ruling CPP and opposition CNRP respectively.
Although China does not intend to interfere or counter the EU and US’ democratisation policies, it is
wary of what the success of such policies might mean for China in the future. As such, the Chinese
Government’s unconditional assistance and investment plays in favour of the ruling CPP. Whilst the
EU does not intend to support any political party in particular but rather democratic values as a good
in themselves, it has demanded the reinstatement of the CNRP and the release of its leader. In this
sense, the internal divisions within Cambodia are reflected on the world stage, in turn, exacerbating
the domestic situation.
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EU-Cambodia
The EU-Cambodia relationship has developed considerably since the normalisation of their relations
in 1997,

83

predominantly in economic and development terms. In addition to this however, EU

Ambassador in Cambodia George Edgar recalled how “Human rights and respect for democratic
principles are explicitly referred to in the cooperation agreement which we signed with Cambodia in
1997.”

84

Despite the Cambodian Government’s regular propensity for waiting for election results to

be announced and then releasing its critics from prison,

85

the EU only made a decisive move in

2017.

For the EU, “The situation changed in November with the dissolution of the CNRP rather than in June
with the (generally well-run) commune council elections.” Explaining this change, the EU
Ambassador pointed principally to the dissolution of the opposition party by the supreme court,86
stating how “Dissolution of the CNRP removed the only credible competition in the 2018 national
election. It also resulted in the removal of more than 5000 opposition commune councillors who
were elected in a process in 2017 that was recognised by all parties as representing the will of the
electorate.” Another EU official echoed: “We don’t consider elections as legitimate if they exclude the
main opposition party (…) We strongly disagree with the use of the judiciary system for political
purposes.”

87

A researcher also states: “A line has been crossed with recent events. Past elections in

Cambodia, despite being always characterized by some episodes of violence, have always
maintained an appearance of fairness. Recent developments (…) represented an escalation (…) that
could not be ignored or tolerated anymore.”

88

For John Harley Breen, “the recent political events

have exasperated terms set under the Paris Agreements (…) While Hun Sen’s crackdown on
democracy and civil society has escalated in tangent with his consolidation of power since 1993, the
unabashed anti-western rhetoric in recent years and blatant crackdown on the CNRP, NGOs, and
independent media strike me as the final death knell for objectives set out under the Paris
Agreements, which Hun Sen dismissed last year.”
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As a response, the EU raised its voice in accordance with the European Development Cooperation
Strategy for Cambodia 2014-2018 that recognises that “development needs to be country-led (…)
founded on democratic values.”

90

As an EU official explained to me in interview, “it is very clear that

the EU doesn’t support the CNRP and doesn’t support any political party in particular. We support
democratic values, freedom of expression and a multiparty system. (…) The Government agrees to
talk with other opposition parties but we do insist. CNRP is the main opposition party and all CNRP
officials are banned.”

91

Another EU official insisted: “I do not say the CNRP is better or worse than

the CPP. The only thing I say is that we believe in democratic process and procedures. If Cambodia
claims to be a democracy, they need to change their system.”

92

Without calling into question the

EU’s impartiality in principle, the EU demands are consistent with the CNRP objectives in practice.

The international community: EU-USA-UN
Trump’s administration had pledged to deeply cut development aid to several developing countries,
including Cambodia, even before political tensions in Cambodia mounted.

93

The EU appears to

follow the US democratisation policy. “If the US goes, the US will take the EU with it as well,” said
the Cambodian Government in 2017.
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Both the EU and the USA cut aid to national elections in

December 2017. For the EU Ambassador in Cambodia, “the EU and the USA differ in terms of
development policies but both want to see a democratic system in Cambodia.”

95

Along with the EU and the USA, the UN also repeated calls on the Cambodian Government “to
restore the space for any Cambodians to exercise the right to stand for election without fear or
intimidation.”
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It is noteworthy that only European, other Western or Western-driven countries

figure on the list of 45 countries that criticised the Government of Cambodia at the UN Human
Rights Council on 22 March 2018. No Asian country, not even full democracies as Japan or South
Korea participated.

97

The impartiality of the UN has been called into question on the Cambodian

side when a discussion about the situation in Cambodia was held at the United Nations headquarters
in December 2017. This discussion was conducted in the presence of the Delegation of the EU and
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the Permanent Mission of the USA to the UN with CNRP representatives
the CPP.

98

and without officials from

99

We can interpret these facts, on the one hand, as a consensual respect on the Asian side for the
principle of “non-interference” and on the other, a Western coordination of policies to maximise the
impact of the international pressure to fully democratise Cambodia according to Cambodia’s
Constitution. While the aligned Western policies could be perceived by Asian Governments as a way
to coerce nations that are escaping their sphere of influence,

100

the EU and its closest allies pursue

their democratisation policies in order to maintain a global order and respect for international law,
democratic values, universal Human Rights, civil liberties and political freedoms.

Strong bilateral ties: Cambodia-China
Cambodia-China bilateral relations are known for being mutually beneficial although asymmetric and
unbalanced. Beijing and Phnom Penh have been forging stronger economic and political links
the past two decades.
development.

103

102

101

for

For Cambodia, China is an important means of facilitating economic

China has become Cambodia’s largest foreign donor104, biggest source of

imports105, and biggest investor, providing the country with nearly one-third of its foreign
investment in 2017.

106

Militarily, Beijing is the biggest source of assistance to Cambodia’s armed forces
always relied on alliances with major powers

108

107

, who have

due to Cambodia’s location between its threatening
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neighbours, Vietnam and Thailand. For China, Cambodia is part of its ambition to develop a
prominent diplomatic presence in the region. Moreover, Cambodia stands in a good strategic
location. The Sihanoukville seaport is useful for China to position itself for military purposes. This is
due to China’s increasing exports and demand for oil driving the Chinese navy to pay more attention
to sea-lanes.

109

On a general level, both countries are willing to cooperate in order to create a

peaceful and stable region.

As political allies, they offer each other mutual support in the United Nations and the Association of
South East Asian Nations (ASEAN). In 2015, when Cambodia supported China at ASEAN by using its
veto power on the territorial disputes in the South China Sea,
interfering in favour of China in regional affairs.

111

110

it positioned itself as an ally

Along with most Asian countries, both share the

same political appreciation of an “international cooperation that does not violate state sovereignty”
112

. In the 1990’s, when Cambodia faced political isolation, China already opposed the imposition of

international sanctions, urging Western countries to stay away from Cambodia’s internal affairs.

113

Japan: in between
Japan, as the Asian region’s sole long-standing democracy,

114

has strong political and economic

leverage over Cambodia due to its considerable development assistance and investment. Tokyo has
adopted a far less confrontational approach – when compared to the EU and US – mindful of, as
some believe, Asian culture, “in which people try to avoid causing others to lose face, and therefore
is taking a more discreet, softer approach.”

115

Using aid rather than sanctions, Japan expressed its wish to see Cambodia have a good relationship
with the entire international community,

116

while showing its unwillingness to interfere in the

internal affairs of its Asian neighbour. For its advocates, Japan may be holding out hope that
dialogue with CNRP is still possible closer to July’s elections. Its strict respect for the non-
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interference principle may be in order to avoid any confrontation with Asian countries and in
particular, China. In addition, Tokyo engages in “a more pragmatic diplomacy that mixes donations
and negotiations in a form of proactive pacifism.”

117

For its critics, Tokyo’s interest would be to

remain allied with Cambodia, regardless of the outcome of discussions, “content to ensure stability
at the expense of democracy and rights.”

118

CNRP supporters held several protests around the

world to demand Japan to withdraw its support of elections and impose visa sanctions on highranking officials.

119

Others believe Japan’s policy functions to compete against China’s growing

influence in the region, countering its assertive authoritarianism.

120

Although strongly criticised by the CNRP, the Japanese delegation to the United Nations continuously
expressed concern for the political situation in Cambodia and urged all stakeholders to promote
dialogue. “In order to resolve this issue, Japan believes it is important for all stakeholders, including
the ruling party as well as the opposition, to promote dialogue among the Cambodian people. (…)
We call for a further effort by the Cambodian Government and other stakeholders to ensure that the
national election will be carried out in the proper manner that reflects the will of Cambodia’s
citizens.”
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Geopolitics and Cambodia’s democracy
Do

competing

influences

in

the

world

affect

the

Cambodian

democracy?

Many

fear

the

rapprochement between Cambodia and China would negatively impact the democratic development
of Cambodia. The EU is strongly engaged in promoting and protecting human rights, democracy and
rule of law worldwide. This commitment underpins all internal and external policies of the European
Union.

122

“Human Rights are central in EU foreign policies. We consider these values as universal. I

consider it is legitimate to raise this issue,” said the EU Ambassador in Cambodia.

123

In Cambodia,

the EU “takes this stance because it is a democratic system and the Government does not respect
its own rules and Human Rights standards.”

124

While most believe that China – as a one-party state
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– is promoting its own model of governance in Asia,

125

others think that its focus on the principle of

interference means that Beijing will not undermine or encourage Cambodia’s democratisation or
autocratisation.

126

Brussels appears to be willing to minimise a lingering whiff of the Cold War. EU Ambassador George
Edgar stated: “We don’t see ourselves as competing with China and there’s no geopolitical
competition with China. We want to support Cambodia for the benefit of the poor. We provide
assistance in education, public management reforms, agriculture… Our projects are for the benefits
of the people of Cambodia.”
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Another EU official added: “The EU encourages Cambodia to

cooperate with China but we want to say that they do not need to copy the Chinese model of
political system.”

128

On a more general level, some European decision makers such as the former German foreign
minister Sigmar Gabriel worried about the threat that China could represent for democratic values:
“China is developing a comprehensive system alternative to the Western one, which, unlike our
model, is not based on freedom, democracy and individual human rights.”
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In this idea, Beijing is

not expected to contest Hun Sen's consolidation of power given to its own one-party system. In the
same line, Naim adopts a harder stance. The scholar sees generous aid programmes of China as
“toxic.”

130

Without bids, conditions and needs to reform, Chinese aid would undermine

democratisation policies. “It is development assistance that is nondemocratic in origin and
nontransparent in practice.”

131

China’s will to reshape the world represents in his opinion “a threat

to healthy, sustainable development (…) pushing an alternative development model.”
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Other scholars however, believe China is unwilling and unlikely to export its political model abroad.
China officially declared at the UN, it will "never pursue hegemony, expansion or sphere of
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influence."

133

Indeed, for Daniel Bell, unlike the EU and the US, China “will not use moralising

political rhetoric, not to mention force, to promote its political system abroad.”

134

A 2016 empirical

study presents evidence that China does not disperse higher amounts of aid to autocratic regimes
than democracies, and that there is not any relationship between Chinese foreign aid amounts and
changes in regime type in recipient countries. It concludes that the hypothesis that China is using
aid as an indirect form of autocracy promotion is unsubstantiated.

135

I argue that China represents an alternative development model for Cambodia and consequentially,
challenges its democratisation. This is not due to an intended expansion of the Chinese model, but
as the result of China’s pursuit of its national interests. Although the country has the ability to stifle
EU democracy support if it wishes to do so, Beijing would only counteract it where it perceives a
challenge to the Chinese Communist Party's survival. Where this is not the case, as in Cambodia,
Beijing is likely to focus on protecting its economic and strategic interests, regardless of regime
type.

136

In the same vein, for Tim Ruhlig, researcher on Chinese foreign policy, “although China

doesn’t have the intention to undermine the European democratisation policy, it offers an alternative
to Cambodia because it provides unconditional assistance and investment, unlike the EU. As long as
the EU does not interfere with China’s core interests and there is no risk of spill over to China, China
would not necessarily undermine the democratisation process in Cambodia.”
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However, as a

matter of fact, China supports the CPP’s resistance to EU demands by providing alternative
assistance and investment, a pattern that has been repeated in Latin America and parts of the
African continent. As Norén-Nilsson writes, “China’s full political and economic support enables
Cambodia’s shift to autocracy.”
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The different policies of the EU and China in Cambodia reflect their respective views on global order.
On one hand, “China advocates for a plurality of societies that have a legitimate right to co-exist.
For Chinese leaders, Cambodia would not need to choose between the European democratic model
or the Chinese development path. Cambodia needs to find the Cambodian way.”
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For Tim Ruhlig,

China in the short term does not need to conspicuously prevail over and above the Europeans, but is
content to take a far longer view and to support regimes where it sees a long-term strategic interest
in doing so.
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According to Sambath, “China doesn’t care who runs Cambodia as long as the ruler is amenable to
helping China maintain its strategic position in the region.”

140

As stated above, the Government of

Cambodia supported China at ASEAN in 2015 regarding territorial claims in the South China Sea.
This move was particularly important as some researchers predicted in 2014 that China would
“tolerate greater (political) freedoms in Cambodia if the opposition backs China’s territorial claims in
the South China Sea over Vietnam’s.”

141

The CNRP, instead, took a strong anti-China stance,

unwilling to win Chinese sympathy. “The Vietnamese and Chinese are coming into our country more
and more. This is the last stage. We must stand up together,” said former opposition leader Sam
Rainsy.

142

This stance, as an example of the CNRP’s vision to cooperate with its Asian neighbours,

calls into question its ability to meet the Chinese strategic interests. When asked about Kem Sokha's
arrest, Beijing said it supports “the Cambodian Government's efforts to protect national security and
stability”

143

, showing its support of the CPP on this issue. If the Chinese Government does not seek

to export its political model abroad, and if the CNRP would have adopted a pro-Chinese line, it is
possible that China would not resist or encourage a change of regime through free and fair elections
in Cambodia.
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Chapter 4: EU economic sanctions on Cambodia?

Definition, history and typology
Sanctions can be described as a peaceful means of causing damage on a country and punishing
democratic backsliding “between words and wars.”

144

As a political entity that (with a few

exceptions) lacks the capacity to project military power, the EU has sharply increased the use of
sanctions as its only coercive foreign-policy tool in response to human rights violations or
democratic backsliding or to deter countries from actions that have negative security consequences
for the EU.

145

Member States of the European Community started to impose sanctions in the

eighties and this practice increased in frequency and sophistication in the nineties.

146

As the EU was

expanding its activities in the security sphere, it published the “Basic principles” in 2004, announcing
that the Union will impose sanctions “to uphold respect for Human Rights, democracy, the rule of
law

and

good

governance.”

147

It developed

its

own

regionally

coordinated

implementation of sanctions, particularly in the areas of trade and finance.
comparable to the USA, the world’s biggest sanctioning power.

148

role

in

the

The EU is now

149

The EU considers two types of sanctions: in a broad and narrow sense. Sanctions in a broad sense,
or diplomatic sanctions, include actions such as the interruption of diplomatic relations with the
targeted country. Sanctions in a narrow sense include arms embargoes, travel bans, asset freezes,
and economic sanctions.

Grauvogel and Von Soest distinguish two other types of sanctions: comprehensive and targeted.
First, comprehensive sanctions target the economy and/or population as a whole, these include
economic sanctions or development aid sanctions.

150

For example, a complete suspension of the

trade deal which grants tariff-free access to the EU market for Cambodian exports would be a
comprehensive sanction. Second, targeted sanctions comprise measures that focus on a specific
group of people such as political leaders, national decision-makers or key supporters of a particular
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regime. These targeted sanctions include

visa bans and asset freezes. When Germany banned

issuing visas to certain Cambodian officials, it opted for a targeted sanction against certain
individuals. Grauvogel and Von Soest also consider military sanctions such as arms embargos and
halting of military cooperation, as well as measures that would only affect a particular economic
sector, as targeted.

151

When the EU Council warned Cambodia in February 2016 that it could

consider sanctions with regard to the EBA, it explicitly mentioned the consideration of “targeted
measures.”

152

Sanctions on Cambodia ?
An EU official stated: “I know that the European External Action Service (EEAS) is concerned by the
poorest communities. We do not want to harm poor people in garment industries for example and
their exports to the EU. (…) I do not know what decision they will make. They need to wait and see
how the regime behaves,” adding that “the Government has to change its position. In the Council
Conclusions, our message is clear. We want the Government to go back on the path of democracy if
they want to re-establish good relations with the EU.”

153

In terms of development cooperation, Vice-President Mogherini talked on behalf of the Commission
in March 2018 about the willingness “to preserve the significant progress made over decades on
Cambodia's social development goals, as suspension of aid could be detrimental to the population.”
154

An EU official also explained: “The development cooperation is successful in Cambodia and we do

not want to cut that because it could affect the poorest people.”

155

When the EU Council threatened sanctions, it referred to the EBA. The CNRP has urged the EU to
remove the duty-free access to its markets enjoyed by most Cambodian exports. However, Brussels
has held off on withdrawing trade preferences for fear of hurting ordinary Cambodians, including
more than 800,000 who work in the garment industry.
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The decision is expected to be in line with

the European commitment to develop sanctions “in such a way as to minimise adverse
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consequences for those not responsible for the policies or actions leading to the adoption of
sanctions. In particular, the EU works to minimise the effects on the local civilian population.”

157

As of today, as Cecilia Malmström said: "The EU is proud to provide the most economically
vulnerable countries of the world with free access to our market. The EBA initiative has had a
significant impact on development and poverty eradication in Cambodia. (…) Removing Cambodia
from the trade scheme is a measure of last resort, if all our other efforts have failed to address
these concerns."

158

European interests
Support for good governance in Cambodia is not only a question of the EU’s values; “it is in the EU’s
own economic, security and political interest.”
Parliament,
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159

According to a study published by the European

the volume of trade and economic cooperation is higher among democracies than

among non-democratic regimes. Democracies are expected to be more stable, producing fewer
security externalities, and countries that receive democracy aid are less likely to experience civil
conflict. Finally, cooperation with democracies is easier and more beneficial for the EU.

It is also in the EU’s interest to target a country like Cambodia. The EU has been criticised for not
punishing every authoritarian Government in Southeast Asia
and one-party systems in the region.

162

161

and for engaging with dictatorships

For the EU, “in Vietnam or Laos for example, we

established cooperation with one-party states. Cooperation is made on this basis. Cambodia is
supposed to be a democracy and we established relations on this basis.”

163

Some analysts argue

that there would not be any ideological reason to sanction Cambodia more than Vietnam, but
Cambodia is, in practice, the “right size and vulnerability.”
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“Probability of success of the modest

policy change is significantly higher than that of the major changes in the target country.”
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Changing a Cambodian political system built on democratic foundations is more likely to succeed
compared to achieving major regime change in Vietnam.

By imposing sanctions, the EU could gain domestic and international political benefit. It could seek
to enhance its domestic reputation and credibility by satisfying interest groups including Human
Rights groups with significant power and influence; the International Federation for Human Rights
Leagues, Amnesty International or Human Rights Watch; as well as some Members of the
Parliament. On the world stage, the EU may not want to lose credibility in international bargaining
by allowing the Cambodian Government to continue defying the international community’s demands
while not suffering sanctions.

Cambodian interests
The first Cambodian priority is to “maintain stability and peace.”

166

The prospect of chaos and

destruction in the country should the CPP be undermined by democratic processes is a major fear
amongst top Cambodian leaders. “A pervasive culture of violence loomed as a legacy of war and the
Pol Pot regime.”

167

The CPP explains the CNRP dissolution in an effort to root out a foreign-backed

“colour revolution”. In a book released by the Cambodian Council of Ministers, the Prime Minister reaffirms his intention to prevent a war that could reoccur in Cambodia. “The opposition has said they
do not possess weapons but their words, actions and potential violence are the triggers that can
initiate a war.”

168

The Government accuses CNRP leaders of inciting violence, referring to various

incidents including the protests in 2013-2014 that sought to be peaceful but turned out violent and
were violently repressed.

169

In addition, direct threats on the personal security of elites could be

another reasons to maintain a grip on power. Widely accused of Human Rights violations, CPP top
leaders reacted by tightening control over their power, using the courts to prosecute political
opponents.
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The second claim on the Cambodian side concerns their “independence and sovereignty.”

171

As a

small country, Cambodia has an interest in promoting and establishing friendship and good
cooperation,
166
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and states that it seeks to prevent Cambodia from becoming dependent to
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Washington. “As grateful as Cambodia can be towards Western assistance throughout these years,
(…) History has proved that foreign-imposed agenda has (…) led to bloodshed and senseless
destruction.”

173

The Government recalls the US historical role in shaping the country: the US

bombing, the support of the Khmer Rouge at the UN
demand that we give money” with interest.

175

174

and the war era debt. “You attacked us and

There is a suspicion that the uprisings and colour

revolutions that have been seen in the last 20 years have been organised and financed by western
powers and whilst there is very little evidence to support such notions, it has meant that the
Cambodian opposition has also faced charges that it is essentially a paid front of western powers.
“Colour revolution is a new political tool and strategy to invade without using armed forces under
the pretext of democracy and Human Rights,” according to the Cambodian Government.

176

For their

own interests, the US would try to dominate a country through aid, advisers and loans, then the
next phase would be “to instigate internal unrest, to the extent of backing riots and insurrection.”

The third point is about “growth and prosperity.”
go to the EU under the EBA,
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178

177

Considering that 45% of exports from Cambodia

access to European markets are vital for the Cambodian economy.

Although it is possible that Cambodia would prefer to concede on political rights and freedom instead
of suffering the cost of sanctions, this seems unlikely. Most researchers believe that the threat alone
will not make the Cambodian Government budge.
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In the economic sanctions game, the

Cambodian Government has repeatedly declared its unwillingness to capitulate. By resisting to EU
demands, Cambodia would gain an enhanced international reputation and insurance against future
potential sanctions.

181

Hun Sen encouraged the EU to freeze assets of Cambodian leaders, saying

he had no money abroad and any actions by the EU would not hurt him.
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Potential consequences of sanctions
Whether targeted or comprehensive, sanctions may lead to highly undesirable consequences: the
possible increase of political repression, retaliation against the West, or the pivoting towards “nondemocratic regimes” such as China. Enforcing a democratisation process through rigid coercive
democratisation policy whilst ignoring political realities on the ground is likely to lead to more
authoritarianism.

What impact on democracy?
Sanctions, widely known as “double-edged swords”,
objectives of the EU.

184

183

could bring opposite results to the defined

Designed to support democratisation, sanctions have a low probability of

success and worse, could damage the democratisation process by supporting an authoritarian rule
and increasing the likelihood of political repression.

Some scholars are categorical: “Economic sanctions have little independent usefulness for pursuit of
non-economic goals.”

185

As John Harley Breen states, “it is hard to see how sanctions will have any

long terms benefit. Sanctions are generally blunt instruments and if the EU were to adopt these
measures they would not likely have a significant impact politically.”

186

Sebastian Strangio goes

further. He acknowledges that "it is hard for Western Governments to stay silent about recent
events in Cambodia,” but warns “harsher sanctions are unlikely to advance democracy, and may be
counter-productive."
chance of success.
191
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190

Research based on statistical evidence predicts a 5%,

188

22 %

189

or 30 %

For the European Council, “it is extremely hard to tell how effective they are.”

Inadequate monitoring of EU sanctions would be the reason why the EU describes the imposition

of sanctions as “shooting in the dark. On this point, they argue that: “we know the target is out
somewhere, and with enough firepower we may be relatively sure we have inflicted some damage,
but it would help a great deal if we knew whether our bullets were flying in the right direction.”
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Shooting in the dark? It could instead backfire.
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First, “sanctions strengthen authoritarian rule if the regime manages to incorporate their existence
into its legitimation strategy.”

193

Coercive measures may be perceived as an attack on the entire

Cambodian society and by extension on “Asian” culture. The CPP repeatedly framed the international
pressure as a threat to Cambodia’s sovereignty, adding that the Government would continue to fight
194

“foreign interference and colonisation.”
use them as a legitimising device

195

The Government could demonise external sanctions and

to secure its rules of repression and loyalty. As John Harley

Breen said, “the sanctions could backfire by feeding into the Government’s rhetoric that the US is
trying to interfere in Cambodia’s domestic affairs. This reinforces the Government’s position on the
need for greater authority and control.”

196

If we consider as an example the US sanctions on Hun

Sen’s bodyguard General Hing Bun Hieng - accused of having committed serious Human Rights
violations against civilians - some consider that this targeted measure will “serve as a warning to
Cambodia's Government that it must cease its abuses or face punishment from the international
community."

197

However, a scholar warns: "The Cambodian Government has already taken a

nationalistic posture towards external interference and painted the opposition as tools of foreign
powers. This will only provide further ammunition, while not actively helping the opposition"

198

and

ultimately lead to more authoritarianism. In addition, it fuels the anti-American sentiment and
reduces any prospect for positive diplomacy between Cambodia and the “free world.”

Second,

popular

unrest,

especially

in

the

Cambodian

context,

could

result

in

rebellions,

demonstrations, riots and protests towards the Government. As it has been repeatedly done in the
past, former CNRP leader Sam Rainsy called soldiers and Cambodians to unite to fight CPP.
this situation, “repressive regimes are likely to increase political repression,”
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In

justifying it through

internal security. As seen in Freedom Park, many protests in 2013 and 2014 that intended to
peacefully challenge the Government, following allegations of electoral fraud, ended in a bloody
crackdown. In that sense, the strategy is provocative aiming at pointing fingers at an increasing
political repression. “Sorry for the violent clash today,” said the CNRP, “it was the security guards
who started the violence and attacked the protesters as they often have done before.”

201

The CPP
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argues “protests, demonstrations which leads to riots in the name of Human Rights and democracy
is sacred while the rights of the people who suffered from the riots and demonstration is ignored.”
202

In 2017, Prime Minister Hun Sen declared to opponent Sam Rainsy: “your tongue is the reason

for war. If you still make insults and threats to kill, you have to prepare your coffin. To protect the
peace for millions of people, if necessary, 100 or 200 must be eliminated. Please listen carefully….
Whoever intends to undermine peace will receive what you deserve.”

203

As in 1998, political

tensions between Hun Sen and Sam Rainsy led to serious turmoil and violence
unpunished according to some Human Rights groups.

204

that remains

205

Third, in the case of Cambodia being excluded from EU trade agreements, alliances and other forms
of economic cooperation, the democratisation process is likely to be negatively affected. Indeed,
scholars found that “economic trading and integration are important elements of fostering respect
for Human Rights.”

206

Economic sanctions are likely to damage diplomatic relations. Creating

economic wealth and building a strong and educated middle-class is expected to increase the
appreciation for Human Rights. In addition, the situation in Cambodia may negatively impact upon
prospects for a region to region FTA between the EU and ASEAN.

Cambodian populations at stake
Although targeted sanctions may cause less unintended harm to populations, businesses and third
parties compared to comprehensive sanctions, we need to consider their side effects.
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As stated

above, even when sanctions are very targeted against only one individual, it fuels the Government’s
narratives of “foreign domination” and unleash an atmosphere of distrust, legitimising the use of
force to ensure peace and stability. In addition, targeted Cambodian leaders could intentionally
design strategies to evade sanctions against them.
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If a high-ranking official would be sanctioned

with an asset freeze, he could still dig into the State coffers to replace what he lost at the expense
of the populations. If we consider another targeted sanction such as the suspension of EU funding to
elections in December 2018, it impacts the national budget as the Government will make up for the
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lost funding. “This means that we suffer a double loss through spending on a meaningless election
and loss of money from the national budget,” said a former CNRP member.

209

Although partial and limited to one economic sector, a suspension of the EBA could have a negative
impact upon the hard-won results of the EU-Cambodia cooperation aiming at socio-economic
development

210

as well as damaging European and Cambodian businesses and their workers. As the

EBA constitutes a lynchpin of Cambodia’s economy,

211

economic sanctions could cause more harm

than benefit regarding Human Rights violations. It would be ruinous for the country and directly
affect populations, with consequences ranging from higher levels of poverty and unemployment to
poor health and education conditions. “Sanctions would decimate some of Cambodia’s poorest
communities, undermining the political activity of workers as decreasing wages would result in
workers becoming more preoccupied with day to day survival,” warns researcher Breen.
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In the garment industry for example, it could indirectly impact the lives of 800,000 workers.

213

Some estimate that “within 18 months, up to 50 per cent of manufacturers would move out of
Cambodia.”
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As financial burdens would rise on employers, business enterprises would be less

likely to reinforce their staff skills through education. In Cambodia where competitiveness is
primarily derived from its very low wages,

215

sanctions would increase prices for consumers and be

a burden for European companies that essentially need to maintain a profitable and steady income
stream.

216

Removing preferential trade access would cause a major industry disruption for

Cambodia’s exports and would likely lead to factory closures that are not in the EU’s interest.

217

Geopolitical consequences
Considering Japan’s limited military role in the region, Cambodia’s provisional alignment with China
is a strategic decision.
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Retaliation in the region was expected. Phnom Penh is moving further
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away from the West and pivoting even closer to Beijing. “Let me ask those of you who have accused
me of being too close to China,” Prime Minister Hun Sen said, “what have you offered me besides
cursing and disciplining me and threatening to put sanctions on me?”

219

In the words of Petrescu,

further official assistance to Cambodia would make of China its “black knight”.

220

It would reduce

the negative impacts of sanctions by providing aid and importing goods that are sanctioned.

221

“The

CPP becomes less dependent on Western aid with all the conditions for democracy and Human
Rights attached.”

222

If economic sanctions were imposed, China could take advantage of the situation by using new
investment opportunities created by the withdrawal of European companies. Cambodia appears to
constitute a conducive target for EU economic sanctions, however there is a real risk that the
vacuum left by a sanctions regime could present an opportunity for nations like China to advance
their own economic and political agendas.

Although the Cambodian Government is willing to gain freedom from interference (in particular from
Washington), as a small and least developed country, it needs to promote and establish friendship
and cooperation with superpowers and countries the world over. Regarding trade and aid, it would
not be in the interest of Cambodia to lose millions of dollars of development assistance and
European market access. As the sixth fastest-growing economy in the world in 2018, Cambodia has
been driven by garment exports and tourism.
EU-Cambodia trade,

224
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The garment industry accounts for the majority of

with around 45 percent of its exports destined for the EU.

225

The EU can

gain some international and domestic benefits through the imposition of sanctions but it is not
without risk. The Cambodian Government will – most probably – be able to enhance internal
cohesion and forge new international links by resisting the sanctions. Thus, sanctions do not
represent a zero-sum game for the EU and Cambodia, more realistically resulting in negative
impacts for either side.
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Retaliation towards China is significant as Phnom Penh has downgraded military ties with
Washington and Canberra.

227

Cambodia,

the

demonstrating

China has granted more than 100 million USD in military aid to
deepening

of

China-Cambodia

military

cooperation.

228

The

significance of the defence ties can be interpreted in different ways. While some believe mediatised
joint military exercises are a way of flexing muscles to the West, others emphasize the need to
ensure security in the region and in the Cambodian political context, where the risks of a popular
uprising is increased. The increasingly large military presence in the context of the upcoming
controversial elections compounds an atmosphere of fear where journalists are intimidated and
voters pressured to vote following a call to boycott elections by former opposition leader Sam
Rainsy. A provocative, reactive strategy involving the population is likely to result in political
repression, leading to more authoritarianism and increasing the pressure on people in a climate of
fear.
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Chapter 5: A moderate approach for democratisation

Bridging concepts of “democracy”
Although democracy advocates would like to see western-style democracy in Cambodia as soon
possible, despite international and national support for the idea, it is not guaranteed that pursuing
“democratization politics” as they are currently implemented is the most rational choice. Indeed, it is
likely to act as a counterproductive catalyst, emboldening and entrenching authoritarian rule. In
Cambodia, “the meanings attached to liberal democracy are not read the way the international
society hoped they would be.”

229

There is a bridge to build over the gap between the European

liberal understanding of democracy and how it is translated in the Cambodian political life.

Both the EU and Cambodia agree on a democratic development path but differ in their visions for it.
The EU defends the liberal democratic model, demanding the immediate reinstatement of the CNRP,
the release of Kem Sokha, and a democratic space for media, press and civil society, in line with the
European model. The EU is mainly concerned about the use of the judicial system for political
purposes. The Cambodian Government, however, demands that the EU recognise the “Cambodian
Way.” The lack of or weak exposure to democratic traditions, the population’s low levels of
education, the lack of ownership of the process, and a culture of violence all challenge the
implementation of an “utopic democracy.”
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As recalled in an official document, the 1991 Paris

Agreements “sought to transplant in one swoop a perfect model of liberal democracy in a country
that never knew this kind of political system.”

231

Although the essence of democracy should not be damaged, it is imperative to consider some local
specificities in order to build a “Cambodian democracy.” There are several basic key elements which
are necessary conditions for a democratic form of governance. According to a resolution adopted by
the UN General Assembly in 2004, these elements are the: separation and balance of power,
independence of the judiciary, a pluralistic system of political parties and organisations, respect for
the rule of law, accountability and transparency, free, independent and pluralistic media, respect for
human and political rights, the right to vote and to stand in elections.
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Current challenges come from the institutional foundations of the multiparty democracy laid out in
1991,

233

criticized for only being wishful thinking

disconnected from internal realities.

235

234

and for being historically imposed and

By drawing lessons from the past, the EU “should not seek

to impose rigidly all the elements of Western democracies”

236

evolution that is best suited to local experiences and capacities.

but should encourage a political

237

“The EU cannot pretend simply

to export its model of human rights and democracy, since it generates strong reactions and
contestations. The EU needs to be more modest in its approach, paying attention to the local
context, to the local actors, and the local ways of framing concepts such as human dignity,
democracy, participation, inclusion.”
and democratic participation”

239

238

The European strategy to “foster respect for Human Rights

needs to be reconsidered in light of traditional patterns of decision-

making that are rooted in Cambodian society.

Therefore, internal and external democracy promoters need to identify, analyse and gradually
transform existing networks of governance. For Breen, neopatrimonialism is the traditional and
predominant form of governance, and domestic actors have taken advantage of the democratic
agenda for personal gain. Personal relations combined with the legal rationalism of the state have
cemented the CPP’s control over the state’s administrative apparatus, especially given the loyalty of
factions within the military and police.

240

Democracy promoters do not have any other choice but

accept and integrate local politics into foreign policy as a pragmatic necessity. For example, if
international actors understand that the judicial system is used against political opponents as a
response to the Government’s perception of facing an existential threat,

241

they may address the

root cause with the ultimate goal of ensuring respect for the rule of law. Cambodia’s politics of
survival will continue to undermine democracy unless national and international stakeholders
understand and respond to the inherent problem. Addressing the root conflict between CPP and
CNRP top leaders and ensuring their personal security may help them to establish an independent
judiciary system and ultimately, a democratic system.

“To address these issues the EU and other international actors should remain engaged and assist
Cambodia further in its political and economic development. The international community should
233
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work with the CPP to address underlining long-term issues such as Cambodia’s aid dependency, the
dollarization of its economy, and the lack of coherent revenue system which would increase
domestic accountability. Additionally, while the current political climate is admittingly difficult, I
would urge donors to continue their support grassroot for Cambodian NGOs and local community
activists, while ensuring they are free of stringent short term conditions,” said John Harley Breen in
Brussels to a conference gathering EU and Cambodian officials.

242

A flexible democratisation process adaptable to specific Cambodian evolutions should not be
understood as an argument in favour of or as an excuse for an authoritarian regime, but rather as a
pragmatic approach to dealing with on-the-ground realities. Although a hybrid democracy may not
be the most desirable outcome, it is the most likely given how the Cambodian system has adapted
and rejected elements of democracy through history. Joint efforts to democratise need to focus on
the essential structural elements of democracy, and adapt specific actions and demands to the local
context. Moreover, a recognition of the need to accommodate and frame the democratisation
process in the context of Cambodian politics in the region would enable the EU to address irritation
and criticism about “foreign interference.” Concepts of “international assistance based on
international law” and “principle of non-interference/national sovereignty” need to be accommodated
in the debates as complementary and grounded in the same moral values.

Security: a common purpose
The EU acts on the premises that liberal democracy and peace go hand in hand. The Cambodian
Government, in contrast, remains trapped in a security bind of its own making where it points its
finger at the CNRP, alleging that it incites violence through a foreign-backed attempt at colour
revolution. Although the CNRP dissolution was an attempt to uproot a colour revolution, one can
argue that it has increased the prospect of violence. With the potential EU sanctions, coupled with a
resistance from the Cambodian Government, peaceful protests may take place with the intention of
being peaceful, but are likely to turn violent.

“The best way to ensure there are no protests after an election is to ensure a process that is
transparent and fair so that parties have no grounds to dispute the results,” said the EU
Ambassador.

243

For Europeans, peaceful, free and fair elections would appease tensions between

political parties, regarded as a main source of violence in Cambodia. “I don’t see how stability can
be ensured through the dissolution of the main opposition party,” said an EU official. “I just want to
242
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say that stability and peace are not opposed to multiparty democracy.”

244

The fact that democracies

do not fight each other is one of the most well-established findings.

There is however, a dilemma for external democracy promoters. It has been recognised that
transitioning to a democracy creates an environment permissive to the outbreak of a conflict by
inducing exclusionary nationalism and polarisation in the society.
democracy aid can decrease the risk of conflict.

246

245

Scholars suggest that

Others advice external democracy promoters to

not « shun the democracy/security dilemma and work to enhance the compatibility between these
two objectives, trying from the outset to think on how to democratise but stabilise. »

247

To demonstrate its intention to preserve security and prevent violence, the EU could support the
Japanese delegation to the UN that urged all stakeholders, including the ruling party as well as the
opposition, to promote dialogue among the Cambodian people.

248

For the past 20 years, threats of

mass protests are used by opponents to protect themselves from political repression in case of
disagreement, while security concerns are used to legitimise Government’s actions, often
condemned as public violence by the international community. Cambodian political actors are caught
in a vicious cycle leading to more authoritarianism, unacceptable loss of human lives, and an
increase of military presence instilling an atmosphere of fear. There is a necessity for the Cambodian
Government, in agreement with the opposition, and with the support of international actors, to
break this cycle. Guarantees need to be provided on both sides.

A pre-condition: an internal democratic dialogue
The CPP and CNRP’s disagreements are strong and rooted in history. Lowenthal and Bithar
emphasize the importance of democratic dialogue by drawing lessons from successful and failed
democratic transitions. A key for success was the role played by the elite: some were leaders in
authoritarian regimes and others were prominent in opposition movements. The authors advise:
“Democratic reformers must be ready to compromise as they prioritize incremental progress over
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comprehensive solutions.”

249

Cooperation is needed and focusing on past grievances tends to be

counterproductive, so democratic reformers should instead consistently project a positive and
forward-looking vision. It is also important to marginalize those who refuse to renounce violence or
who insist on uncompromising demands. Most importantly in the Cambodian case, “to persuade
elements within the regime to be open to change, reformers must make credible assurances that
they will not seek revenge or confiscate the assets of regime insiders.”
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As reported by Chandler, Sam Rainsy failed to inspire trust by committing to engage CPP leaders in
opposition.

251

A representative from the Cambodian Government said: “Sam Rainsy was the one to

destroy the culture of dialogue after a family gathering between Sam Rainsy’s family and Hun Sen’s
family. Do you know what he said after that? He did an interview with Libération. He said that: “Mr.
Hun Sen introduces his family to me because he fears that his destiny will become like Kaddafi.”
How would you encourage the culture of dialogue in such a manner? Do you think that trust and
confidence can be built that way?”

252

Building trust between the CPP and CNRP would be a continuous progress, gradual and incremental.
The dangers that lie in a refusal to compromise are clear. Transition leaders have to balance the
desire to hold the previous regime accountable with the need to foster peaceful mutual acceptance
among formerly bitter enemies. “Dismissing maximalist positions often calls for more political
courage than hewing to attractive but impractical principles. Transition-making is not a task for the
dogmatic.”

253

One can argue that whilst both ruling party and opposition have been part of the problem, both
remain key elements of the solution. Harsh anti-Hun Sen rhetoric by the CNRP, complemented by
sanctions by the international community, accusations and condemnations by Human Rights groups
– although legitimate – are unlikely to encourage and foster the needed democratic dialogue that
could potentially drive Cambodia towards a democratic path.
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A long term perspective
As the EU Ambassador in Cambodia explained, “democracies do not just spring up overnight.”

254

Strategic patience and a long term perspective are needed, as "we should not expect miracles and
rapid transformations.”
binary.”

256

255

Many understand democratisation as “a continuum rather than as

Democratisation is about altering traditional practices, such as patronage and

clientelism, and re-defining state relations. For example, in Cambodia, parties buy their votes by
giving small gifts or money to their supporters.

257

Changing this habit where populations see their

direct and personal interest will take time. Policies should not rely on idealised models of
democracies that are not grounded in contextual realities, but instead necessitate strategic patience
and a pragmatic and long term perspective.

258

"We can enhance our chances of winning by

empowering women, boosting programs that fight economic inequality and teaching our children the
critical thinking skills they need."

259

Some consider in their policy recommendations that “there needs to be a higher tolerance for risks
and setbacks.”

260

Overtime, policy makers and decision makers need to deal with uncertainty and

monitor whether what is being tried actually works, and to adapt and adjust accordingly.

261

Because

of the pressure to show ‘results’, international actors such as the EU continue to pursue forms of
democracy promotion that are short-term, instead of building democracy from a long-term and nonlinear approach.

262

In Cambodia as in many countries, donors focus on elections but less on the

strengthening of continuous accountability mechanisms.

Instead of focusing on the ruling party, requesting the re-instatement of the opposition party, the
EU should ensure beforehand both ruling and opposition parties are committed to respect the
fundamental rules of the electoral game. As Chandler explains, “loyal opposition” is not a phrase
that exists in Cambodia. (…) Sam Rainsy never suggested, “When I come to power, I’d welcome
Hun Sen in an opposition party. He has had long experience in the country. I welcome his advice.”
He never came up with a sentence like that. [Instead he said], “When I am in power, I am in
254
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power.”

263

This suggests that international actors should not assume that a democratically elected

Government will automatically transform the Cambodian society into a liberal democracy without
reverting to another one-party system.

Democratic consolidation requires the evolution of a democratic political culture in Cambodia where
all the main political players accept to make concessions. For Roberts, the transition from a single
party to a multi-party system requires that the interests of the elite be upheld.

264

Elections where

everyone agrees to play by pre-established democratic rules and losers accept the results will take a
long time. Kem Sokha was aware of this important issue: “We do not consider any Cambodians to
be enemies or want to take revenge (…) Whoever wins, whoever loses, we have to talk together for
the national interest and the people together. We need to give them [the CPP] belief that they can
live peacefully with us and with their existing wealth.”

265

Stressing the notion of “mass protests”

over “dialogue” on one side, and imprisonments and harassment on the other, creates a circle of
mutual threats at the expense of any prospect for positive democratic cooperation.

Cambodian history shows that the impact of elections that were called democratic was limited. An
unchanged focus is likely to lead to the same result: a superficial pluralism. The EU short-term
demands to release Kem Sokha and re-instate the CNRP under the media spotlight are perceived
from the CPP’s perspective as demonstrating partiality and lack of neutrality. The focus on the use of
the judiciary as a political tool to narrow the democratic space however, is a long-term concern that
may bring a more substantial change. Particular attention needs to be paid to other democratic
policies that damage the system’s structures in the long-term. For example, a public SMS informing
people that “the NEC prohibits all parties and their supporters from doing campaigns that criticize,
attack or compare the policies of their own parties with other parties”

266

considerably alters the

emergence of ideological pluralism through the constitution of political parties.

The Government of Cambodia appears to use different strategies to maintain a façade of democracy.
“The introduction of new parties, most of which are minor and insignificant, is specifically designed
to uphold the facade of electoral competition,” said Lee Morgenbesser.
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Andreas Striegnitz, desk

officer at the European Parliament also pointed that: “the seats of the CNRP have been redistributed
to other political parties – so to people which have not been elected. This is utmost undemocratic,
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and therefore for members of the European Parliament unacceptable.”

268

Cambodian leaders also

previously maintained an appearance of multi-party democracy in a strategic way. It would “tighten
the screws, and then release the pressure at a strategic juncture to secure maximum political
benefits.”

269

A minor technical concession – such as the release of some political prisoners - from

the Cambodian Government would help to gain some international credibility, while remaining
insignificant to pose any real threat to the CPP’s power. Looking at, for example, the pardon for Sam
Rainsy immediately before the 2013 elections, the release of a political opponent “helps sustain the
facade of elections, but did not leave these leaders enough time to organise and compete.”

270

Considering the politics of fear and survival, some guarantees need to be established to address
threats of killings or imprisonment that may drive CPP leaders refuse being replaced and maintain
their grip on power through the use of undemocratic practices and measures, ultimately leading to
more authoritarianism. If the EU misunderstands or ignores the roots of conflict between political
parties in Cambodia, it may prolong and aggravate democratic dysfunction through an interruption
of the “Cambodian way.” The inter-elite struggle needs first to be detangled through the
development of specific procedures laid out by the democratic process before free and fair elections
can take place.

Strategic sanctions and democracy aid
An economic sanctions game begins with a threat by a coercer, followed by a reaction from a target,
followed by an action by the coercer that either escalates or deescalates the conflict.

271

Two stages

- the threat and the imposition of sanctions - are critical in the process. For some, “it is the threat,
not the imposition of sanctions that changes a target state’s behaviour”

272

considering that a state

that ignores a threat is unlikely to change its behaviour after sanctions are imposed.
argue it is possible that sanctions do work “only after being imposed.”

273

Others

274

As the European Council states, “the EU should resist the temptation of using sanctions in order to
be seen to do something even if the intended result is realistically unachievable.”

275

However, if
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sanctions are imposed, the EU’s priority should be to minimise detrimental humanitarian effects
on populations and third parties according to EU principles.

277

276

Avoiding a worsening of humanitarian

and social conditions is particularly important, not only in terms of values, but also to maintain
domestic and international support.

278

“Sanctions need to be calibrated, rather than being of the all-or-nothing variety.”

279

As

comprehensive sanctions involve too many unintended effects, the EU should prioritise targeted
sanctions.

280

The scope of sanctions should be minimum because costly sanctions to Cambodia are

likely to be costly to the EU. In addition to this, more hardship is likely to be inflicted upon the
population in general, with on infants particularly affected.
also requires monitoring

282

281

This process of imposing sanctions

in order to identify and anticipate impacts

283

of EU measures.

The sanctions strategy is likely to be based on a gradual increase through sequencing and selection:
gradually increasing the number of persons, institutions, etc. on the list of targets, or gradually
adding new types of sanctions.

284

Regarding a potential EBA suspension, such harsh and abrupt

sanctions entail the risk of missing the gradual democratic improvement through a disruption

285

and

foster a certain degree of suspicion and imbalances in the world system. If the EU would decide to
remove Cambodia from the preferential tax-free and quota-free EBA trade agreement, partial
sanctions will be less detrimental for ordinary citizens compared to extensive ones.

286

In this case, targeting the Cambodian sugar industry might result in more coercive potential than
doing the same with the garment sector when attempting to protect human rights in Cambodia. The
duration of economic sanctions needs to be as short as possible. It is statistically proven that “the
larger the length of the duration of economic sanctions, the less likely that the economic sanction
would be successful.”
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Finally, maintaining good diplomatic relations between the EU and the Cambodian Government is
proved to have a higher possibility of success,
coercive measures.”

289

288

and would “increase the overall effectiveness of

EU officials should bear in mind that “the more cordial the relationship

between the target and the sender, the more likely that the economic sanction would be successful.”
290

Coercive measures can create tensions and lead to counter-productive results while positive

diplomacy based on incentives and rewards is more likely to succeed. Scholars recall that democracy
incitement should always be preferred to radical negative measures.
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Therefore, an increase of

democratisation aid in parallel with strategic sanctions could potentially maximise results and build
on a commonly agreed conception of democracy as a long-term, non linear process. For example,
the Cambodian Government identified a need for skills reinforcement of the political class when it
made a request to the EU to “properly coach people who choose public life on the proper democratic
behaviours and principles.”
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Geopolitics
The risk of a rigid, coercive process of democratisation is that ultimately, current authoritarian
trends in Asia will be reinforced. Both EU and Cambodian policies need to be prudent, maintaining
realistic expectations in order to prevent from plunging back into the realpolitik of a bipolar order
seen during the Cold War. Choosing a moderate stance through diplomacy and reassurance over
economic hardship and sanctions, without ignoring fundamental geopolitics of Asia, could help
minimize geopolitical competition.

Cambodia should strike a balance between East and West. “To be overly dependent on anybody,
whether it be China or America, is bad. Diversifying is good. Do not put all your eggs in one basket.
Cambodia is putting all of its eggs in China's basket," said Sophal Ear.
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If Cambodia needs to rely

on China to counter-balance predatory ambitions from neighbouring countries Vietnam and Thailand,
it also needs the Western world to maintain a certain latitude in dealing with non-democratic
countries in its region.
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It needs to be nimble in avoiding being confined or constrained into those

binary choices. For the EU ambassador in Cambodia, “there isn’t a geopolitical competition between
the EU and China, and Cambodia is not obliged to choose one or the other. It should be able to have
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mutually beneficial relations with a range of partners.”

295

Cambodia should maintain a good

relationship with China but not solely rely on this country. By respecting Human Rights and
promoting democracy in a way that is recognised by the United Nations, the Government of
Cambodia will make itself more attractive to foreign investments - mainly from the EU and the US which represent a good source of Government taxes.
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It is recognised that multilateral action is more efficient at exerting international pressure on the
Cambodian Government to democratise. However, the EU and US should adapt their actions with
regard to the current US-Cambodia and EU-Cambodia relations while pursuing their common
purpose. Considering the American image and the political credits of the American Government and
administration in Cambodia as well as the Government of Cambodia’s willingness to cooperate
positively with the EU, the EU and USA should not systematically merge their interventions, whilst
avoiding conflicting intervention. “Parallel intervention on the field can sometimes bring about better
synergies than a commonly designed strategy.”
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A formal frame for coordination could help

harmonise EU and US efforts for democracy promotion with information exchange and cooperation
with the entire community of international donors in Cambodia.
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However, the degree of

interaction and cooperation between US and EU officials need to be adjusted to the specific context
of international relations in order to achieve their common purpose. Frames of co-ordination should
be created within this specific context of international relations.

In that sense, the EU could increase its cooperation with the Government of Japan, which remains
an important democratic anchor in a region where most countries are not democratic. The Japanese
Government have also managed to positively cooperate with the Government of Cambodia while
contributing to the international pressure calling for Cambodia’s democratisation. Only a strong and
impartial force encouraging parties into dialogue
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can provide a way out of the current political

impasse. As the UN, the USA and the EU have not been perceived as impartial by the Cambodian
Government, the process of reconciliation could be monitored by a more neutral actor. Again, some
suggest Japan,
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thanks to its softer democratisation policy, has been more accepted by the
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Cambodian Government. Japan shares the view that all political parties should be able to participate
in the electoral process and has pushed for negotiations between the CPP and CNRP.

301

301

THE PHNOM PENH POST (2018), Japan pushes CNRP dialogue, by Leonie Kijewski and Yon Sineat on 26 March 2018
https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national-politics/japan-pushes-cnrp-dialogue
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Conclusion

In 2018, in response to what is perceived as a political crackdown led in 2017, the EU threatened
the Government of Cambodia of economic sanctions through the partial or complete suspension of
the EBA trade agreement.

The uncertainty due to a lack of evidence about the impact of EU sanctions challenges the use of
coercive measures to pursue political goals. Discussing the prospective effects of said measures,
researchers at the European Council suggested that, “In short, it is like shooting in the dark.”
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Sanctions may compromise the integrity and efficacy of fulfilling their primary goals, and any shot in
the dark could in fact backfire. The harmful impact on the Cambodian population, especially the
poorest communities and workers, would undermine progress made through decades of efforts in
aid and economic cooperation. The suspension of the EBA would not only severely damage the
cordiality of relationships, but also legitimise the accusation of “foreign interference” from the
Cambodian Government and most post-colonial Asian states opposed to a “neo-imperialist”
intervention in their internal affairs. In addition, popular unrest, demonstrations and protests could
not only turn violent, but also increase political repression from the Cambodian Government.

On the geopolitical level, although we are unlikely to return to a world divided into two distinct
political blocks, it is undeniable that tensions are mounting between the USA and China, and this
confrontation is pitting the EU and Cambodia against each other. In a global context where pressure
to liberalise and democratise is increasing and trends towards authoritarianism prevail, especially in
Southeast Asia, Brussels must seek to minimise exacerbating the narrative of an East-West
competition. In addition to this, Phnom Penh is likely to reduce the impact of sanctions by turning to
its Asian partners and inevitably Beijing. Reliance on the Chinese one-party state for development is
likely to gradually influence Cambodia’s policy priorities at the expense of a liberal democratic
system. Appeasing tensions and encouraging cordial diplomatic relations between the EU and the
Government of Cambodia seem to be a necessity to achieve democratisation in Cambodia.

Considering the mutual influence between global and local considerations, the two main political
forces in the country - the ruling CPP and opposition CNRP – are divided and aligned with competing
world powers. Although the EU does not intend to support any specific party, but rather democratic
values as a whole, it is understood to offer de facto support to the CNRP. Although China may not
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be willing to interfere in EU policies, its increasing support to Cambodia and its vision of a “right for
plural societies to co-exist” undermine Western policies of democratisation. Any “Cambodian
democracy” has to mediate between external influences as well as complex domestic politics
dominated by traditional governance and pre-existing systems.

Old suspicions and hatred rooted in fighting factions from the 1980’s are often overlooked but have
a lingering influence, leaving Cambodian politics trapped in a condition of structural violence and
fear. The refusal from both CPP and CNRP and their current leaders to accept each other in a twoparty system should be treated with great sensitivity given some natural bias. Although a high sense
of relativism is required to understand the issue, this paper argues that the imposition of EU
sanctions, whether targeted or comprehensive, would increase this tone and is unlikely to create
favourable conditions for dialogue between political parties and their respective supporters in the
global arena. If we can consider both CPP and CNRP as part of the problem, they are both also part
of the solution. With reference to past democratic transitions, scholars emphasise the role played by
leaders in authoritarian regimes and in opposition parties. Incremental progress can be fostered by
encouraging a positive and forward-looking vision, renouncing mutual threats, violence and
uncompromising demands. There is a need to balance the desire to hold the previous regime
accountable with the need to foster peaceful mutual acceptance and democratic dialogue in order to
ensure gradual democratic progress.

The EU, along with the international community, has sent billions of dollars of conditional aid to
Cambodia with the aim of establishing liberal democracy there since the model was inserted in
1991. If both declare their willingness to deepen cooperation, their challenge today is to bridge the
gap between the European liberal understanding of democracy and how it is translated in
Cambodian political life. This gap creates long running tension and hostility locally and globally.
Although a hybrid system may not be the most desirable outcome, it is the most likely and it should
be accepted as a pragmatic necessity. If the EU misunderstands or ignores the roots of Cambodian
power structures, it may prolong and aggravate democratic dysfunction through an interruption of
the “Cambodian way.” External intervention can not substitute for a democratic process and an
enforced democracy – implemented by the coercive measures - may not be the appropriate course
of action. Emphasis could be put on the importance of heterogeneity and ideological diversity, peace
and dialogue, instead of elections as a procedural mechanism. Bridging differences and a variety of
points of view – locally and globally – is possible through further negotiations and concessions on all
sides pursuing long term goals.
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If sanctions are imposed, they need to be short, temporary, partial, and calibrated to minimise
humanitarian effects on populations and negative consequences for European businesses. By
imposing soft sanctions based on strategic sequencing and selection aimed at extracting minor
concessions, the EU would not suffer the loss of reputation and credibility associated with backing
down against Cambodia after threatening sanctions. It would also enhance its reputation on the
international stage as a strong coercer, demonstrating the humanitarian concerns sewn into its own
coercive measures. In addition, it would help to maintain domestic and international support for EU’s
democratisation policy. However, both the EU and the Government of Cambodia need to cooperate
to achieve democratic progress. This will require patience and tolerance, ensuring that the interests
of the Cambodian elite be upheld as a pragmatic necessity. Running parallel to strategic sanctions, a
policy of incentives and rewards and an increase of democracy aid could potentially positively impact
EU-Cambodia relations. The inter-elite struggle needs to be detangled before free and fair elections
can take place, since the Cambodian system adapts and rejects elements of democracy. Achieving
cooperation on equal terms, given the socio-economic and political imbalances between the EU and
Cambodia, would also enable all involved to address historical bitterness concerning “European
domination.”

Whilst a soft approach may be criticised for leading to stagnation or slow progress, we argue that a
confrontational one bears the risks of increased authoritarianism.
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